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North Dakota Mill entrusts Ocrim with three milling projects
he North Dakota Mill has entrusted Ocrim with
the construction of two new milling plants, as
well as the revamping of an existing one - a new
challenge that Ocrim accepted without hesitation.
Yet another handshake consolidates the historical
relationship of esteem and trust that exists between the
American company North Dakota Mill and Ocrim. This
agreement forges the way forward for these new important
projects, which will see the construction of two milling
plants, H and I, and the revamping of an existing one.
They are three projects with a high technological profile
and particularly tight and highly challenging delivery
times. H mill, for durum wheat processing, will have a
capacity of 360 T / D, while I mill, for hard wheat, will
have a capacity of 250 T / D.
For the existing D mill, of 250 T / D, the conversion
from durum wheat to hard soft wheat is foreseen, with
an increase in capacity and with the integration of Ocrim
machines of the latest conception.
In both mills, H and I, the attention towards the restrictive
rules related to sanitation will dominate, as a series of
particularities are envisaged, including the installation of
all the process machines, the pneumatic system and the
pipes in stainless steel.
All of this will ensure a safe as well as excellent final
product. In both mills, cutting-edge cleaning technology
is provided, also through the use of the latest generation
colour sorters. In the H mill, the debranning section for

durum grain will be characterised by diamond technology.
An important figure that unites the three mills is the aspect
linked to energy saving, through the installation of innovative
systems that allow considerable energy optimisation.
“We have chosen Ocrim, because it has always proved to
be a loyal and supportive partner. We demanded very short
delivery times and Ocrim accepted this challenge, precisely
because it is aware of its organisational, management and
strategic skills.

“Skills already put to the test even in this severe
pandemic period. Together we have already won many
challenges and we, at North Dakota Mill, are excited to
walk the Italian way again," says Vance Taylor, president
and general manager of North Dakota Mill.
Ocrim technology is already widely used in the American
Milling industry and it is a level of technology that
translates into innovative techniques that aim at results
conceptually and qualitatively linked to tradition.
Quality, reliability and 'Italianity' are the features that
make Ocrim the company of choice not only in America,
but in many other countries too.

Increase nutritional value
with our innovative
split-grinding solution.
Optimized feed conversion rate.
Improved feed quality.
Higher line-capacity.
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Split-grinding: Minimum investment. Maximum results.
Pre-grinding has a proven advantage over post-grinding when considering the digestive properties
of the nutrients, but a pre-grinding set-up requires a high investment. Our newest split-grinding
process combines the best of both worlds. So instead of making one grinding batch with all the
raw materials, or invest in a pre-grinding set-up, split-grinding enables you to grind separate subbatches of different raw materials, which enhances the nutritional value, increases the quality of the
feed, all at a low investment.
www.aarsen.com/machines/hammer-mills
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